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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to consider animated demonstrations in the context of cognitive load theory and to
determine if demonstration users would exhibit a delayed performance decrement, described as Palmiter’s animation
deficit. Relative condition efficiency (RCE) was measured, but in addition a new measure, Performance efficiency
(PE) was developed. Given the worked example effect, it was hypothesized that the demonstration learners would
out-perform those in a practice condition. Results found the animated demonstration groups assembled the week one
problem in significantly less time than the discovery-practice group, providing positive evidence for the worked
example effect. Significant results were also found for relative condition efficiency and performance efficiency.
Thus the performances of the demonstration groups were found to be significantly more efficient than those of the
discovery-practice group. Also, group performances did not differ a week later, providing no evidence of an
animation deficit.
Keywords: animation, cognitive load theory, performance efficiency
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Introduction
Sweller and Cooper (1985) compared the performance of those who had learned by studying worked
examples to those who learned while solving problems and found that those who studied worked examples had a
decreased solution time and a decrease in the number of mathematical errors (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Sweller &
Cooper, 1985). This was later described as “the worked example effect” (Sweller & Chandler, 1991). While the
worked example effect has been replicated many times and is the most studied cognitive load effect (Sweller, 2006),
there are limitations to this effect. As learners become more competent, the worked example and other cognitive
load effects begin to disappear (Kalyuga, Chandler, & Sweller, 1998). This change in learner behavior was termed
the “expertise reversal effect,” and researchers found that those with more expertise benefited more by solving
problems (Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003).
Educational researchers have been recommending that novices study worked examples during early schema
acquisition (Jonassen, 1997; Sweller, 1988; Sweller & Chandler, 1991) and have even argued that novices study
worked examples, rather than learn through discovery problem solving (Sweller, 1988; Touvinen & Sweller, 1999).
Chandler and Sweller (1992) defined worked examples as “a problem statement and the appropriate steps to
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solution” (p. 233). More recently, Sweller and his colleagues were much more explicit and defined worked examples
as “a step-by-step demonstration of how to perform a task, or how to solve a problem” (Clark, Nguyen, Sweller,
2006, p. 190). This paper proposes this definition may apply to animated worked examples, or as they are described
in the literature, animated demonstrations (Lipps, Trafton, & Gray, 1998; Palmiter, 1991; Waterson & O’Malley,
1993). Yet, the literature concerning animated demonstrations often cites Palmiter’s early studies, which describe
animated demonstration groups as having a decreased performance in a delayed test (Bétrancourt & Tversky, 2000;
Palmiter, 1993; Tversky, Morrison, & Betancourt, 2002). This effect was also described as an “animation deficit”
(Lipps et al., 1998, p.1). Therefore, if animated demonstrations act as animated worked examples, this “animation
deficit” is in direct conflict with Sweller and Chandler’s “worked example effect.”
While the subject matter of cognitive load studies was originally confined to science and mathematics,
researchers eventually considered other types of problem solving and found that the worked example effect extends
to other domains [e.g. music, chess, athletics (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000)]. This effect was even
recently extended to ill-structured domains like art and design (Rourke & Sweller, 2009). The current study
analyzed the performance of novices as they learned how to use a graphics editing program. Like Touvinen and
Sweller (1999) and Palmiter (1991), this study compares several instructional strategies (and combinations of these
strategies) to monitor novice behavior during procedural learning.
Modality and cognitive load
In the late 1990s, Mayer and his colleagues proposed the “cognitive theory of multimedia learning”
(Mayer, 1997; Mayer, 2001; Mayer & Moreno, 1998), which relies on cognitive load theory, but also draws from
dual-coding theory and constructivism (Mayer & Moreno, 2002). According to the cognitive theory of multimedia
learning, humans process visual and auditory information during multimedia instruction; have a limited working
memory; and learn by selecting, organizing and integrating information from the environment into their long term
memories (Mayer, 2001).
Mayer and his colleagues have been quite prolific over the past two decades, and are well known for their
contributions to the “modality effect” or “modality principle” (Mayer, 2001; Mayer, 2005; Moreno and Mayer,
1999). These researchers have conducted many empirical studies of animated instruction. A common theme among
these studies is that the instructional materials revolved around the learner’s application of principles portrayed in
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animated instruction of causal systems. In each case, learners were shown animated representations of how a
dynamic system works. These systems included hydraulic braking systems (Mayer, Deleeuw, & Ayers, 2007), a
bicycle pump (Mayer & Anderson, 1991; Mayer & Sims, 1994), and lightening formation (Mayer, Bove, Byman,
Mars, & Tapangco, 1996; Mayer & Moreno, 1998) [A more thorough explanation of these studies is explained in
Mayer (2009)]. In each case, learners were required to answer retention and transfer questions. The required
performance was to respond to verbal statements and provide written responses about causal systems as opposed to
how to perform a task, or how to solve a problem. Since the development of Mayer’s cognitive theory of multimedia
learning, many studies have followed Mayer’s lead to consider animated instruction. However, learning extends
beyond an understanding of causal systems.
Multiple forms of learning by animation
Researchers from various fields have explored human behavior to develop a biological model of learning,
based on human anatomy, physiology, and genetics (Anderson, Bothell, Byrne, Douglass, Lebiere, & Qin, 2004;
Squire, 2008; Clark & Clark, 2010). By the early 1990s, the physiological literature had defined two broad classes of
learning as either procedural or declarative (Squire, 1992). Declarative learning is concerned with the learning of
language-based information (e.g. facts and events), while procedural learning is skills-based learning (e.g. learning
how to use a computer program) (Squire & Zola, 1996). While this distinction may seem to be an oversimplification
from an educator’s perspective, it is based on several decades of physiological research that dealt with the learning
capabilities of brain injured patients, primates, and normal humans (Squire, 2008; Scoville & Milner, 1957).
If one were to consider the educational literature for a nomenclature of learning, they might choose Clark
and Mayer (2008) who describe five types of learning (facts, concepts, procedures, processes, and principles). The
literature describing these five types of learning also extends back several decades and relies on many contributors,
most notably Merrill (1983). The nomenclatures of Squire and Zola (1996) and Clark and Mayer (2008) are
compatible, and there is quite a bit of overlap between them. The underlying message of this discussion is that
educators should not think of human learning or memory as a singular entity (Merrill, 1983), but be specific about
what type of learning they are trying to encourage. In doing so, it will help to develop a productive set of theories
and contribute to the development of the learning sciences.
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Niajar (1996) made a distinction between two different types of animated instruction. He describes
animated instruction as being either “animated explanation,” or “animated demonstration.” Mayer’s instructional
materials are more aptly described as animated explanation (Niajar, 1996). Mayer describes his work well when he
says his experiments ask questions about scientific explanation: “By ‘explanation’ we mean a description of a causal
system containing parts that interact in a coherent way, such as a description of how a pump works or how the
human respiratory system works” (Mayer & Sims, 1994, p.389). Clark and Mayer (2008) even describe “two
different e-learning goals,” which teach learners to “inform and perform” (p.17). We agree with this distinction and
terminology to propose learning “how to do” something (perform) can be taught via animated demonstration, as
opposed to learning about something (inform), which is taught via animated explanation.
Articles from outside the instructional technology or educational psychology literature, also describe these
forms of learning as being quite different. John Anderson’s ACT-R framework, for instance, provides a wellaccepted theoretical basis for considering explanation and demonstration as two different forms of learning
(Anderson, 1993), requiring different forms of instruction. While Anderson’s original model considered a
declarative only origin of procedural skill acquisition (Anderson, 1976; Anderson, 1983), his later work found that
skill acquisition may also develop from example-based processing, to eventually become rule-based processing
(Anderson & Finchman, 1994; Anderson, Fincham, & Douglass, 1997). Thus examples may be initially represented
in working memory, and then later, after practice, generalized into production rules (Anderson et al., 1997).
This study follows on the above literature to propose a dichotomy of animated instructional materials based
on the learning involved, as being either declarative or procedural. Mayer’s animated explanations (declarative)
require learners to encode information about how a system works. Animated demonstrations (procedural) are
similar, but learners must consider rules based upon a sequence of actions, which they eventually must perform.
Thus animated demonstrations may be an important, cognitively demanding form of instruction, providing a fertile
area for cognitive load research.
Animated instruction for procedural learning
For the purposes of this study, an animated demonstration is defined as a narrated presentation that shows
learners how to perform a computer-based procedure. Palmiter’s dissertation project is perhaps the most cited
animated demonstration study (Palmiter, 1991). In a series of experiments, Palmiter compared the learner
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performance of those who studied narrated animated demonstrations with those who used text-based instruction
(Palmiter & Elkerton, 1991; Palmiter, 1993). Palmiter’s results are quite interesting, for she found that during a
training session learners who studied animated demonstrations sped skill acquisition, and performed tasks in less
time and more accurately than their peers using text-based instruction (Palmiter, 1991; Palmiter & Elkerton, 1991).
These results are similar to those by Sweller and Cooper (1985) who demonstrated that studying worked examples
requires “considerably less time to process than conventional problems, but that subsequent problems similar to the
initial ones also were solved more rapidly”(p.59).
However, Palmiter noted that, one week later, learners using animated demonstrations took longer to
perform tasks and reported that even though performance may have been quicker during the initial training session,
their retention was lacking a week later. This delayed performance decrement was later described as an animation
deficit (Lipps et al., 1998). However there is reason to question this decrement, since several other researchers have
been unable to replicate Palmiter’s findings (e.g. Cornett, 1993; Harrison, 1995; Lipps et al., 1998; Reimann &
Neubert, 2000; Waterson & O’Malley, 1993).
Considerations for this study
Since Sweller (1988) published his initial article outlining cognitive load theory, constructivism has
garnered a strong following. Constructivists soon began to promote the idea of activity as a means of learning with
technology (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999). While it has long been known
that activity can reinforce learning (e.g. Skinner, 1958), Sweller and his associates questioned the timing of that
activity during early schema acquisition. Tuovinen and Sweller (1999) found evidence that worked example-based
instruction was more beneficial for novices than discovery learning. Even though there is considerable evidence for
the worked example effect (Sweller, 2006), some question this instructional technique and promote the idea of
withholding assistance or guidance from learners (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007).
Given Sweller and Cooper’s early results, and Mayer’s work with declarative multimedia, it was
hypothesized that a narrated, animated, worked example would promote procedural learning. This research should
be testable and falsifiable for there is literature describing both a positive and negative effect given animated worked
examples. The overall research question of the study is: How will animated demonstrations impact student learning?
In order to answer this general question a number of key variables were examined. Sweller and Cooper’s early
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worked example studies found differences in other outcome variables like completion times and the number of
errors (Sweller & Cooper, 1985). The animated demonstration literature considers similar outcome variables, but
followed Palmiter’s lead, to describe these variables as performance time and accuracy (Waterson & O’Malley,
1993; Lipps et al., 1998; Palmiter & Elkerton, 1991). Therefore this study used these variables to consider the
worked example effect given animated demonstrations.
Method
Participants
The participants of this study were undergraduate pre-service teachers (N=122) enrolled in an introductory
instructional technology course at a large university in the southeastern United States. The mean age of this sample
was 20.2 years (SD=2.89), and they were primarily female (93 females and 29 males). There were 14 freshmen, 60
sophomores, 42 juniors, and 6 seniors. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four instructional conditions,
demo (n=33), demo+practice (n=29), demo2+practice (n=36), practice (n=24). An a priori power analysis for a four
group MANOVA produced a sample size of n=115 participants. This number of participants is necessary to arrive a
power of 0.80, with a small effect size η2= 0.125, given α =0.05 (α=0.05 is used throughout this article, unless stated
otherwise) (Stevens, 2002).
Materials
While the worked example effect is well documented, Koedinger and Aleven (2007) proposed this effect
may be an artifact of poor control conditions. Schwonke, Renkl, Krieg, Wittwer, Aleven, & Salden (2009)
considered this proposal, and found evidence that the worked example effect held, even when problem solving was
well-supported by feedback and scaffolding. Therefore it is suggested that those considering the worked example
effect present all learners with an identical instructional overview of the topic being considered, so that all learners
are properly prepared.
Paas (1992) and Tuovinen & Sweller (1999) provided participants with an introductory overview of the
subject matter. The current study continued this practice to develop an introductory overview. This overview was a
narrated, non-animated, PowerPoint presentation (Microsoft, 2003) that was encoded for web presentation with
TechSmith Camtasia Studio (TechSmith, 2006). It provided learners with an introduction to digital image editing
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with Adobe Photoshop Elements, by presenting learners with a narrated presentation of screenshots. Specifically,
learners were shown how to select, move, rotate, and hide layers within an Adobe Photoshop Elements document.
Thus all learners were shown the basic procedural steps required to complete the practice problem.
Two animated demonstrations were developed with TechSmith Camtasia (TechSmith, 2006). The first
demonstration was identical to the week one practice problem (the mimicry condition). A second (varied context
condition) used an animated demonstration that showed the construction of a photo collage document. Both were 10
minutes long and demonstrated the same underlying procedures, but within different contexts. The animated
demonstrations showed learners how to select, move, rotate, and hide layers.
Two problem scenarios (the Mr. Potato head problem & the Picnic problem) were developed for this study.
Each was an assembly task that required assembly within Adobe Photoshop Elements (Adobe Systems, 2002). The
performance objectives of each problem required learners to select, move, rotate, and flip layers to produce a final
product. During week one, three groups of learners put together the Mr. Potato head problem. One of the goals of
this project was to measure what learners would retain and apply in a delayed performance. So, one week after
initial instruction (week two), learners put together another Adobe Photoshop Elements document (the Picnic
problem) that required learners to recall what they had learned one week prior.
Procedure
Before learners entered the test environment, TechSmith Morae Recorder (TechSmith, 2004) was turned on
and was allowed to record all onscreen actions as learners interacted with the instruments and problem-solving
scenarios. In addition, an image of the problem scenario was projected on a large screen in the room throughout
problem construction.
Learners began by first completing an initial demographics survey. The action of submitting this survey
launched the instructional overview. When the overview concluded, a JavaScript program randomly divided learners
into one of four instructional conditions:


demo - learners reviewed an animated demonstration, but did not practice with the “Mr. Potato
head” problem;



demo + practice - learners reviewed the identical animated demonstration, then practiced their
newly learned skills with the “Mr. Potato head” problem;
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demo2 + practice - learners reviewed a different, collage-based animated demonstration and then
practiced with the “Mr. Potato head” problem;



practice - learners practiced with the “Mr. Potato head” problem, but did not review an animated
demonstration.

Following the instructional conditions, learners were asked to complete a post-treatment survey. This
survey included a relative condition efficiency question, “I invested:” with nine possible responses, from “very, very
low mental effort” to “very, very high mental effort” as described by Paas and van Merriënboer (1993). Once
learners had finished the post-treatment survey they were thanked for their participation, asked not to discuss the
instruction and not to use the software before the delayed test session (one week later). Once learners had left the
room, a researcher visited the learner’s station and saved the recording for later processing.
A week later, during the delayed test session, all groups of learners solved the picnic problem. Again, an
image of the completed product was projected on a large screen in the room throughout problem construction and
learner on-screen actions were recorded. After attempting the picnic problem, learners took a second post-treatment
survey, which also included a relative condition efficiency question.
Calculation
Paas and van Merriënboer (1993) derived the “relative condition efficiency” construct, which is composed
of standardized mental effort ratings and performance scores (see Equation 1) and allows researchers to compare
instructional conditions (Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1993). Learners rate their instructional conditions based upon
their “perceived” mental effort during instruction. Later their performance scores and “perceived” mental effort
ratings are combined in the relative condition efficiency construct (see Equation 1), and are presented graphically
(see Figure 1).
Like Paas and van Merriënboer (1993), this study develops a new construct called performance efficiency
(PE) (see Equation 2). Performance efficiency was developed to complement relative condition efficiency (RCE),
and is used to study human behavior given instructional conditions. Performance efficiency is similar to relative
condition efficiency (see Equation 2), but replaces the perceived mental effort rating with a more objective measure,
performance time (compare Equations 1 and 2).
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Since performance efficiency does not include a mental effort rating, it is not a measure of cognitive load;
however like RCE, PE may also be used to describe group performances, relative to different instructional
conditions but in a more objective manner. Performance efficiency contrasts instructional conditions in much the
same manner, but combines two performance variables in a biplot, with group performance times and performance
scores on the x and y axes (respectively). In keeping with the animated demonstration literature, performance in the
above equations was described as accuracy.
Measurement of the dependent variables
This research was based in part, on a cognitive model from Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research,
the GOMS model (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). The GOMS model analyzes computer-based problems by
reducing them to solution steps, known as problem solving operators (Dix, Finalay, Abowd, & Beale, 2003).
Accuracy, one of the dependent variables, was measured by using a rubric or checklist, based upon the problemsolving operators of the problem being solved. Rubrics were developed, based on the problem scenarios, and
constructed to automatically total the points scored in an Excel spreadsheet (see Table 1) (Microsoft, 2003). A
researcher reviewed the Morae recordings of learner onscreen actions, and logged learner performances scores
according to the rubric. Learners were either given credit for completing a problem solving operator or not.
Successful completion of item movement or rotation was scored one point, and successful completion of layer
placement and flipping was given two points.
In addition, performance time was measured in seconds with TechSmith Morae. This software allows a
researcher to mark the timeline of a learner’s onscreen recording and to designate the beginning of a performance, in
this case with the first initial mouse movement. The end of the performance was also marked, and was designated as
the point when the greatest number of problem solving operators had been completed.
Results
A MANOVA was used to analyze the two outcome variables, the performance time and accuracy of each
performance. The assumptions of a MANOVA were analyzed for those learners who followed the instructions,
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completed all surveys, and attempted the required performances; this group was considered the sample (N=122).
According to Glass and Hopkins (1984), these data met the independence assumption since the observations were
independent of one another. A SAS macro %MULTNORM (SAS, 2007) revealed non-normality (violating the
normality assumption), when the Shapiro-Wilks’ W= 0.76 p<0.0001 for accuracy, and for performance time the W =
0.95, p=0.0015. Mardia skewness was found to be β1,p= 146.5, p<0.0001 and kurtosis was β2,p=12.01, p<0.0001
(Mardia, 1970). This violation was primarily due to a set of multivariate outliers (n=34), which were subsequently
removed, by using the %MULTNORM macro. Next the data were transformed to test the “homoscedasticity”
assumption. Box’s M test (Box, 1954) was performed and X2 (3, N=88) =4.50, p=0.21, φ=0.23, therefore, the
variance-covariance matrices were not found to differ significantly, so there was no evidence that the
homoscedasticity assumption was violated.
Recall that the demo group (n=19) did not practice during week one, so the performance of practicing
learners (n=69) was analyzed. Group composition was demo+practice group (n=21), demo2+practice group (n=31),
and practice group (n=17). Week one group performances (performance time and accuracy) were found to be
significantly different, since Wilks’ Λ = 0.68, F (2, 68) = 6.83, p <0.0001, η2=0.32. Post hoc comparisons with
Scheffé’s test (p<0.025) revealed that both demonstration groups (demo+practice and demo2+practice groups)
assembled the problem in significantly less time than the practice group.
The general procedure for analyzing relative condition efficiency (Paas & van Merriënboer, 1993) was used
to compare groups. Group relative condition efficiency scores were compared with an ANOVA. Because the demo
group did not have a week one performance, the performances of three practicing groups were compared. The
assumptions of this ANOVA were analyzed and the data set met these assumptions, thus it was reasonable to
consider the ANOVA. The ANOVA was conducted and revealed that there were significant differences between
groups since F (2, 68) = 3.69, p=0.03.
Week one performance efficiency (see Equation 2) was also found to be significant, since F (2, 68) = 12.95,
p<0.0001. Post hoc comparisons with Scheffé’s test (p<0.05) revealed significant differences between groups, with
the demonstration groups (demo+practice and demo2+practice) having more efficient performances than the
practice group, given performance efficiency.
The week two performance was analyzed with a MANOVA to determine group differences a week after
initial instruction. The results of the MANOVA found that there was not a significant difference given learner
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performance one week after initial instruction, since Wilks’ Λ =0.96, F (3, 87) =0.64, p =0.70, η2=0.04. During
week two, relative condition efficiency was also considered, by combining the week two accuracy scores with the
week two perceived mental effort ratings. Group z-scores were tested with an ANOVA and revealed that there were
no significant differences between groups as F (3, 87) = 0.38, p=0.77. Week two performance efficiency was also
calculated in a similar manner. An ANOVA for week two performance efficiency revealed no significant differences
in group means, because F (3, 87) = 0.42, p=0.74.
Discussion
Learners who studied animated demonstrations assembled the week one problem in significantly less time
than those who learned through discovery problem solving. This result is consistent with our initial hypothesis, the
worked example effect and previous research (Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Tuovinen & Sweller, 1999), and it is
further evidence of the worked example effect, given animated demonstrations. As expected, those learners who
were provided with direct methods of instruction, in this case animated demonstrations, improved performance
efficiency during early schema acquisition. Those who studied an animated demonstration, that was identical to the
problem scenario (the demo+practice or mimic condition), had a lower performance time and increased accuracy
over those in the practice group. In addition, those learners who studied a different animated demonstration (variedcontext) significantly outperformed those who only learned through problem solving. Therefore, this study
established animated demonstrations can indeed act as animated worked examples, and that they are an effective and
efficient form of instruction. Instructional designers at companies like Bank of America, Amazon, and Microsoft,
are all using narrated web-based animated demonstrations (demos) to train novices to use their online products and
services. Therefore, it is the recommendation of this study that these developers continue to use this effective and
now, evidence-based, e-learning strategy.
Group performances did not differ on the delayed test. Thus the demonstration learners retained their skills,
and performed equally well one week after initial instruction. This finding does not support Palmiter’s animation
deficit, and is consistent with the results of other researchers (Lipps et al., 1998; Waterson & O’Malley, 1993).
Tuovinen and Sweller (1999) proposed retention may be an issue given worked examples, and asked future
researchers to consider the durability of learning given worked example-based instruction. This result provides some
evidence for the durability of worked example-based instruction. Other researchers should also consider Tuovinen
and Sweller’s proposal.
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However it should be clearly stated that the animated demonstrations used in this study were not like those
of Palmiter’s study, for they were narrated. Narration is heavily suggested given the modality and split-attention
effects (Chandler, & Sweller, 1992; Moreno & Mayer, 1999; Penney, 1989; Mousavi et al., 1995). The addition of
narration to an animated sequence is beneficial to learners and is described as the “modality effect” (Mayer, 2001).
In an asynchronous e-learning environment, an instructor’s role may be compromised because of an inability to
communicate with an e-learner, but the use of a narrated animated demonstration allows that instructor to overcome
that barrier to provide e-learners with guidance, support and “just-in-time” training. Palmiter may have been correct,
asserting that only providing learners with animation produces mimicry, what Ausubel may have described as rote
learning (Ausubel, 1963). The importance of adding narration to an animated demonstration should not be
underestimated, for it promotes what Mayer (2001) described as “multimedia learning,” now even with procedurebased instruction. Narrated animated demonstrations provide learners with a verbal narrative, which directs a
learner’s attention during the presentation, and more importantly, provides the learner with an expert level
explanation.
Palmiter chose to study students who learned individual discrete tasks. Each of Palmiter's articles describe
tasks (e.g. copy button or copy field) in isolation, and not in the context of an overall problem; whereas, the current
study investigated learners in situ. That is, learner performance was studied given an authentic context, as they used
their skills as a part of a larger project. This was necessary to gather data concerning a learner’s cognitive load
during actual problem solving, but also to measure learning in an ecologically valid manner.
Animated demonstrations present learners with a problem and a solution for solving that problem (the
underlying schema). Those who use animated demonstrations rarely find a problem solution that exactly matches the
problems they encounter, so they must extract a schema from an animated demonstration to later apply that schema
in a new context. The results from the varied context condition (demo2+practice) showed learners do indeed extract
that problem schema and improved their subsequent performance, to the point where their group performance was
significantly different from those who discovered a problem solution. Given these results, Palmiter’s critique of all
animated demonstrations is unfounded.
It should be reiterated that the worked example effect has its limitations. Recall that Kalyuga et al. (2003)
found evidence of an expertise reversal effect. In other words, those learners who had more experience with the
subject matter benefited less from worked example-based instruction. Learners with more expertise benefited more
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from problem solving. This limitation has implications for animated demonstrations. Because of the expertise
reversal effect, it would be expected that animated demonstrations would prove to be redundant and less useful for
those with more expertise; perhaps this question can be answered by future researchers.
Relative condition efficiency and other similar metrics have become a basis for much of cognitive load
measurement in instructional technology (Paas, Tuovinen, Tabbers, & Van Gerven, 2003; Tuovinen & Paas, 2004),
but this measurement relies on indirect or subjective measures, therefore it is unclear how this construct relates to
actual cognitive load (Brünken, Plass, & Leutner, 2003). This study developed a new metric for measuring the
efficiency of learner performance given an instructional condition. Performance efficiency is similar to relative
condition efficiency, but does not include perceived mental effort in the equation. While perceived mental effort is
related to performance, performance efficiency focuses on the efficiency of a performance. There probably is a
relationship between the mental effort endured during an instructional condition and performance related outcome
variables, but performance efficiency does not consider that relationship. It is only a way to compare and relate the
performances of groups given instructional conditions. Performance efficiency is a useful metric, because it is
generalizable. It is conceivable that any performance measure could be contrasted with its performance time,
graphed and analyzed. Therefore, this metric may be used outside of the cognitive load literature to be considered by
other groups of researchers. However, it has its limitations and should only be applied to procedure-based
instructional conditions. It is hoped researchers will use both of these metrics to refine instructional materials and
improve learner performance.
The finding of no significant differences a week after initial instruction may seem to be a reason to discount
the need for animated worked examples. However the finding of improved performance efficiency during the initial
training period is reason to consider this presentation strategy. An efficient performance is important for it showed
this group of learners is functioning at a higher level, early in schema acquisition. This improved performance is
evidence that this group of learners is better prepared. Therefore it could be argued that they are better able to learn
additional procedures whereas, the practice group may very well be overloaded by additional training.
Another impact of this study is that the recording methodology may be generalized to any e-learning
environment. Researchers may record learner on-screen actions to document how novices behave and react when
tasked with an unfamiliar learning environment. In this study, recordings documented learner errors and the problem
solving operators that they employed. Thus educational researchers may use recording technologies to consider
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learner performance, given various instructional strategies and environments. They may do so from a cognitive load
perspective, to contrast the relative condition efficiency of instructional alternatives. Now, they may do so from a
performance perspective, to contrast the “performance efficiency” of instructional strategies. It is hoped these tools
and methodologies will be used together to promote the learning sciences.
In conclusion, it has been proposed that learners will be more productive if they teach themselves how to
perform procedures (e.g. Bruner, 1961), but like Tuovinen and Sweller (1999), this study cannot support that
position. This position diminishes the role of an instructor or instructional designer. These educators have purpose.
As Kirschner, Sweller & Clark (2006) proposed, they provide guidance and support. Given the results of this study,
it is more ethical for an instructor to take action and guide learners during early schema acquisition, rather than
withhold that assistance to leave them to teach themselves.
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Table 1
Picnic problem accuracy rubric
flip

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
0

layer
***
***
***
***
***
***

rotate

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

move

item
umbrella
tshirt
head
right leg
head 2
purple shirt
hat
s left leg
bent right leg
left leg
green shorts
arm 2
pink shorts
left arm
body
picnic basket
arm
right arm
torso
table
bird3
bird2
bird1

***

***

***
0

0

0

0

